
THE BRAIN SWITCH 

Glazed eyes. Restlessness. Whispering to neighbours. All these small signs of disengagement in students 
can trigger alarm bells in the minds of teachers. Yet did you know that when students’ attention seems to be 
wandering, their brain may literally be switching off? Furthermore, students are not in control of this switch; it 
can be linked to the type of task they are doing at the time.

Researchers at the University of Michigan have discovered that boredom can actually cause parts of the brain 
to switch off. Daniel Weissman monitored the brain activity of volunteers as they identified letter after letter 
flashing up on a screen. What he observed was fascinating. This monotonous task caused volunteers’ reaction 
times to slow down as the participants lost concentration. When this occurred, the activity between parts of 
the brain controlling self-control, vision and language processing died down almost completely. According to 
Weissman, this is the equivalent of the brain ‘switching off’ these functions. In other words, boredom effectively 
prevents students from paying attention and therefore from learning.

STAYING SWITCHED ON

How do we avoid this ‘switch off’ happening to our students 
in the language classroom? Well, it’s probably unrealistic to 
expect all students to be fully ‘switched on’ all the time, but we 
can maximise the chances of the switch remaining ‘ON’. The 
fundamental challenge when developing a new course is to 
come up with an exciting, purposeful context to provide a key 
element of motivation for students. This is an ideal scenario for 
any teacher, as it sets up a ‘virtuous circle’ for the classroom 
environment which goes something like this: 

REAL SOLUTIONS

So how do we apply this in a language classroom?  
The main factor is one endorsed by current thinking on 21st 
Century skills: the most effective learning takes place when 
students are fully engaged in classroom activities. It is the key 
role of educators and materials developers to keep learners 
in this ‘engagement zone’ as far as possible. For this reason, 
Next Move encourages the development of logic, recall and 
observation skills through a core ‘Brain Trainer’ element which 
is located in a separate file at the back of each book. These 
skills all foster engagement and are linked to key features in the 
Students Book. For example, we have developed a unique Spot 
the Difference photo challenge which generates greater attention 
to the photo-story dialogues.
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Chatroom Ordering food

 Speaking and Listening 
 1 Look at the photo. Answer the question. 

 1 Where are Monica, Julia, Nick and Leo? 

 2   2.34   Listen and read the conversation. 
Answer the questions. 
 1 Why are the children at the restaurant?
  It’s Nick’s birthday . 
 2 Do they sit at the small table or the large table? 
3 What does Julia order?
 4 Who orders the pasta with chicken? 
5 Who orders some garlic bread?
6  Who doesn’t want a drink? 
 7 Does Monica like her pizza? 

 3 Act out the conversation in groups of five. 

 Say it in your language … 
Yum! 
Yes, of course. 

  Julia   Hi everyone! Happy birthday, Nick! Is this 
table OK? 

  Nick   It’s very small. That table’s better. It’s larger. 
  Monica   Yes, but it’s much noisier. Let’s stay here.  
  Julia   OK. Here’s the menu. 
  Waiter    Are you ready to order?  
  Julia   Yes.  I’d like    the ham and cheese pizza, please. 
  Monica   Me too! 
  Nick    I’ll have    the pasta with chicken, please. And 

some garlic bread.  Yum!
  Leo   Spaghetti with tomato sauce for me, please. 
  Waiter   And  would you like anything to drink?  
  Monica    No, I’m OK, thanks  .  
  Nick    Can we have    some water, please? 
  Waiter   Yes, of course. 
 *** 
  Waiter   How is your food? 
  Monica  It’s delicious, thanks.     
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 Vocabulary 
 3 How many food words can you make using 

these letters? You’ve got three minutes! 
 banana  

 Grammar 
 2 Work in pairs. Take turns to ask questions and 

give answers. 
 1  How many  bananas have you got?  four 
 2    pasta have we got?  a lot 
 3    eggs have you got? (not) any 
 4  juice have you got? (not)  much
 5    cheese have we got? some 
 6  ham sandwiches have you got?  two 
 7  tomatoes have you got? a lot 
 8  bread have we got? (not)  much

 Spot the difference 
 1 Look at the photo on page 68 for one minute. 

Now study this photo. What differences can 
you spot?  

Brain Trainer 6

 How much juice 
have you got? 

 I haven’t got 
much juice. 
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4 Put the letters in order to find the adjectives. 
You have two minutes!

 1 clean 

1 l e c n a 

7 t q u e i 

4 d c l o

10 l l s a m

2 t h o

8 i n g d i s u g s t

5 s u c i o i d e l 

11 b h o i r r e l

3 e l r g a

9 d r i y t 

6 y s n o i

12 f u l e r d n o w
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REAL WORLD

In accordance with the global nature of 21st Century skills, 
Next Move also aims to stimulate students’ curiosity about 
the world around them. In the Real World Profiles feature they 
are introduced to a cross section of their peers from around 
the world; from Fazila’s skateboard park in Afghanistan to 
Louis who set up his own chocolate company. Students can 
explore the world without leaving their seats.

A brightly illustrated CLIL feature enables learners to activate 
their English language skills in a selection of curriculum 
subjects from Art to Technology, from Science to History. 
Both features broaden the scope of English beyond the 
language classroom and apply it to real-world situations.

Each level of Next Move, will engage your classes with a 
group of characters through a dynamic photostory feature. 
Here they are presented with real-world interaction in the 
context of the characters’ everyday lives followed by the 
opportunity to practice these dialogues themselves. This gives 
greater meaning to new language, builds confidence and 
adds an element of fun. So, if you’re looking for a blend of fun 
and familiarity, challenge and control Next Move has it all.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? 
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   Vocabulary 
 3 Look at the picture and find eight activities. 

You’ve got two minutes! 

 Grammar 
 2 Look at the picture for two minutes, then 

cover it. Now say a square. Your partner says 
what the person is doing. 
1 a  –  He’s climbing.  

 Spot the difference 
 1  Look at the photo on page 58 for one minute. 

Now study this photo. What differences can 
you spot?  

Brain Trainer 6Brain Trainer 5

 4 Read the words in the box aloud three times. 
Cover the list and write the words in your 
notebook. Can you remember all the words? 

  hot 
sunny 

 warm 
cloudy
windy

  cold 
foggy

raining
snowing 

1

2

3

a b c
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 Vocabulary 
 3a Work in pairs. Choose list A or B. Your partner 

says the dates. Write them down in your 
notebook. Change roles. Then check your 
answers. 

 Grammar 
 2 Make sentences with words of the same 

colour. Then make your own colour puzzle. In 
pairs, complete your partner’s puzzle.  
 1  She was at the hospital this morning.  

 Spot the difference 
 1 Look at the photo on page 82 for one minute. 

Now study this photo. What differences can 
you spot?  

Brain Trainer 8Brain Trainer 7

 3b Now try again. 
 A B 
 17/05/1833 1/12/1899 
 29/01/1990 7/02/1954 
 10/04/2000 20/10/2007 
 6/06/2015 31/08/2020 

 4a Read the words in the list for one minute. 
Cover the list and write the words in your 
notebook. How many can you remember? 

 4b  Now try again. 
She any morning classroom at

the was the station computers

weren’t wasn’t friends the hospital

the I There were brother

ago in Lucy’s My café

fifteen at on in They

at the this last minutes

was were ago TV the

train an week hour library

  A   B  
 1904  1931 
 1956  1989 
 2008  2003 
 2014  2012 

asked

answered

closed

invented

 liked 

listened

phoned

stopped

talked

studied

worked

travelled
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Real World Profiles
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Age:
14 years old

Fazila Shirindel's Profile

Home country:
Afghanistan

City:
Kabul

 Reading 
 1 Read Fazila’s profile. Answer the 

questions. 
 1 How old is Fazila? 
 2 Where does she come from? 

 2   1.32   Read about Fazila. Are the 
sentences true (T) or false (F)? 
 1 Fazila lives in Afghanistan.  T  
2  There aren’t any classrooms in 

Skateistan. 
3  Children can study English at 

Skateistan. 
4  Boys and girls work together in 

schools in Afghanistan. 
5  Fazila has got a skateboard. 
6  Fazila is happy at school. 

 Class discussion

   Can you skateboard? 
   Do you think Skateistan is a good idea? Why/Why not? 
   Would you like a skateboarding school in your town? 
   What special schools are there in your country? 

 Fazila and Skateistan 

 Fazila is a 14-year-old girl from Qalai Zaman Khan 
in Kabul, Afghanistan. Her family is very poor and 
Fazila’s life is difficult, but she is happy because 

she is a student at a school in Kabul. The school is called 
‘Skateistan’ and it’s the first skateboarding school in Kabul. 
 Skateistan has got a big indoor skate park and some 
classrooms with computers. Children can study English, ICT, 
Journalism, Art and Music there. There’s a special ‘Back to 
school’ programme for children who aren’t at school. There 
are separate school days for boys and for girls because girls 
and boys don’t do activities together in Afghanistan, and 
there are also special classes for disabled children. 
 After the lessons, there is a 50-minute skateboarding 
lesson for all the girls in Fazila’s class. Fazila hasn’t got 
a skateboard, but she can borrow one from the school. 
Now Fazila is very good at skateboarding and she is also 
a teacher at Skateistan. ‘Life is hard for me because my 
family is poor,’ says Fazila. ‘But when I’m at Skateistan, 
I’m in a nice place.’ 
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In addition, both Vocabulary and Grammar input is supported by bright, visual Brain Trainer activities  
which are designed to suit a variety of learning styles.

To carry out this range of enjoyable tasks, students will require creative and critical thinking, plus a degree of  
focus which is essential to effective learning.

Keep your students’ brains ‘switched on’: discover Next Move 
for your classes!


